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All the other boats had turned back, were coming in. All right, we went towards
there and started setting trawl. We set the trawl. And when we got the last tub,
ready to draw the last handful, one of those guys that got drowned was just pass?
ing us, coming in. But it was too rough for him to stand. He had only a Swampscot
dory. It was a gasoline boat, you know; it was a flat-bottom boat. Anyhow, he was
coming in, and the sea was too hard for him to control it. I don't think he went more
than 5 or 6 hundred yards from where we were before he swamped. The sea was
hard enough that he passed the bow under, and he never came back •  He sank
there. And another fellow that was there with a big boat--he had a 40-, 45-foot boat,
I guess--he went to try and help them. But when he came there, he couldn't see
anything--everything was under. All he could see, it was a man tied in the bow of
the boat, or something--so he tried to go and help him. He could see the head of a
man--he was tied there--he was supposed to be tied there. He had tied
himself--they claimed it was, anyway, .'d when he went to get him, that boat came
(up) and he passed right through the other fellow's boat--you know, the one that
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up.) It came up, and he passed right through. He split it right through. So they were
caught right there themselves, outside there. And all that they had to save their life
was a dory. And there was one of them that was used to the dory, so he said to the
other guy, "All that you can do now, take a barrel aboard, and we're going to try to
make ashore some? wheres. I don't know where we're going to take it, but we're
going to try it." (Take a barrel aboard the dory?) They took it aboard, and he started
for shore then, rowing ashore. They were quite a distance from the shore, but the
wind was so heavy that it was going fast, just the same. It was too rough for the
dory, but they put the barrel in tow of the dory, so the sea could break on the barrel
before it could get to the dory. So they had a chance. So he landed in Gros Nez, I
think. In a mound of rocks and everything, but they saved their lives, anyway. But
the two other guys got drowned. (So where were you when all this happened?) We
were outside. That's where I'm coming up now. We were outside, still fishing. And it
was too rough for us, that was for sure. We only had a small boat. So anyhow, we
hauled pretty near all the trawl. We were in the last tub. We were almost in the end
of her. Came a breaker. And the one that was hauling trawl in the bow just got it--it
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broke right aboard--he got it. He came right across where I was, and I grabbed him
across the waist, and I threw him down in the bottom of the boat. And the boat was
halfways full of water. The motor stopped. .There he was under water, and
everything was under. So, I had no choice. The only thing I could do was to go in the
bow and take a bowline, make two f Sydney 1-562-5022 * Sport Fishing Supplies &
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